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Abstract
Big Data is having a huge impact on journalism and communication stu-
dies. At the same time, it has raised a plethora of social concerns ranging 
from mass surveillance to the legitimization of prejudices such as racism. 
This article develops an agenda for critical Big Data research. It discusses 
what the purpose of such research should be, what pitfalls it should guard 
against, and the possibility of adapting Big Data methods to conduct em-
pirical research from a critical standpoint. Such a research program will not 
only enable critical scholarship to meaningfully challenge Big Data as a he-
gemonic tool, but will also make it possible for scholars to draw upon Big 
Data resources to address a range of social issues in previously impossible 
ways. The article calls for methodological innovation in combining emer-
ging Big Data techniques with critical/qualitative methods of research, such 
as ethnography and discourse analysis, in ways that allow them to comple-
ment each other.

Keywords
Big data; technology; social media; critical research; surveillance (Source: 
Unesco Thesaurus).
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Una axiología crítica para los estudios
de Big Data
Resumen
Los datos masivos (Big Data) han tenido un gran impacto en el periodis-
mo y los estudios de comunicación, a la vez que han generado un gran 
número de preocupaciones sociales que van desde la vigilancia masiva 
hasta la legitimación de prejuicios, como el racismo. En este artículo, se 
desarrolla una agenda para la investigación crítica de Big Data y se discu-
te cuál debería ser el propósito de dicha investigación, de qué obstáculos 
protegerse y la posibilidad de adaptar los métodos de Big Data para lle-
var a cabo la investigación empírica desde un punto de vista crítico. Di-
cho programa de investigación no solo permitirá que la erudición crítica 
desafíe significativamente a Big Data como una herramienta hegemónica, 
sino que también permitirá que los académicos usen los recursos de Big 
Data para abordar una serie de problemas sociales de formas previamente 
imposibles. El artículo llama a la innovación metodológica para combinar 
las técnicas emergentes de Big Data y los métodos críticos y cualitativos 
de investigación, como la etnografía y el análisis del discurso, de tal ma-
nera que se puedan complementar.

Palabras clave
Big Data; tecnología; medios de comunicación sociales; investigación crí-
tica; vigilancia (Fuente: Tesauro de la Unesco).
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Uma axiologia crítica para os estudos
de Big Data

Resumo
Os megadados (Big Data) têm tido um grande impacto sobre o jorna-
lismo e os estudos de comunicação, e têm gerado um grande número de 
preocupações sociais, desde a vigilância em massa até a legitimação de pre-
conceitos, como o racismo. Neste artigo se desenvolve uma agenda para a 
investigação crítica do Big Data e se discute qual deveria ser o propósito 
dessa investigação, de quais obstáculos se protegerem e a possibilidade de 
adaptar os métodos de Big Data para realizar a pesquisa empírica a partir de 
um ponto de vista crítico. Esse programa de pesquisa não apenas permite 
que a erudição crítica desafie significativamente os megadados como uma 
ferramenta hegemônica, também permite que os acadêmicos usem os re-
cursos de Big Data para abordar uma série de problemas sociais de formas 
antes impossíveis. O artigo pede uma inovação metodológica para combi-
nar técnicas emergentes de Big Data e os métodos críticos e qualitativos 
de pesquisa, tais como a etnografia e a análise do discurso, para que pos-
sam se complementar.

Palavras-chave
Big Data, tecnologia, mídias sociais, pesquisa crítica, monitoramento (Fon-
te: Tesauro da Unesco).
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Introduction
The techno-euphoria spurred by the advent of Big Data (e.g. Anderson, 
2008) is slowly giving way to uneasiness about the social effects of enor-
mous datasets and the algorithms used to compile and analyze them (boyd 
& Crawford, 2012; Crawford, Miltner, & Gray, 2014; Mahrt & Scharkow, 
2013; Manovich, 2012; Shahin, 2016a). Reports of malpractices by major 
Big Data-enabled enterprises such as Facebook and Google that compro-
mise user privacy (Dwyer, 2011; Rubenstein & Good, 2012), along with 
Edward Snowden’s revelation that the U.S. government was running sur-
veillance programs on a global scale in collusion with technology compa-
nies (Bauman et al., 2014; Lyon, 2014), have made it plain that Big Data is 
not the panacea for all human problems that it is sometimes made out to 
be. Instead, Big Data may be reinforcing social divides and exacerbating a 
variety of social concerns.

A ProPublica investigation revealed that a criminal risk assessment al-
gorithm developed by a commercial enterprise, widely used by courts and 
law enforcement officials across the United States, “was particularly likely 
to falsely flag black defendants as future criminals, wrongly labeling them 
this way at almost twice the rate as white defendants” (Angwin et al., 2016, 
para. 16). A New York Times article highlighted a series of “mistakes” com-
mitted by commonly used Big Data technologies, including Google Pho-
tos tagging black people as “gorillas,” Nikon cameras asking Asians – who 
often have small eyes compared with Caucasians – if they were “blinking” 
(Crawford, 2016). Meanwhile, reports continue to emerge about social me-
dia companies becoming ever more intrusive, collecting increasing amounts 
of users’ personal data to serve advertisers and even running experiments 
manipulating user sentiments (Dewey, 2016).

What do these concerns mean for journalism and communication 
research, a field in which Big Data is having a huge impact? Scholars in our 
field quickly took to Big Data studies: partly because much of Big Data is 
generated by media and communication technologies – mobile telepho-
nes, social media, and so on – and partly because Big Data started altering 
the economic and operational dynamics of established media institutions, 
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especially news organizations. The surge of interest in Big Data research, 
and awareness of its game-changing potential, is evident in the deluge of 
Big Data articles being published in communication journals; special is-
sues on Big Data that several journals of note have come up with, including 
the Journal of Communication; Journalism & Mass Communication Quar-
terly; Journal of Broadcasting and Electronic Media; International Journal of 
Communication; and Media, Culture & Society; and the emergence of new 
journals devoted to Big Data research, such as Big Data & Society and So-
cial Media + Society.

This article provides an assessment of what Big Data research has 
come to mean in journalism and communication studies, identifying two 
expansive categories: research with Big Data and research on Big Data. Then, 
drawing on Gitlin’s (1978) well-known critique of Katz and Lazarsfeld’s 
(1955) two-step flow theory as the “dominant paradigm” in media studies, 
the article examines the ideological underpinnings of Big Data research – 
now regarded as a “paradigm” in its own right (Burgess, Bruns, & Hjorth, 
2013). Building on this critique, the article charts an agenda for critical 
Big Data research, discussing what the purpose of such research should 
be, what pitfalls it should guard against, and the possibility of adapting Big 
Data methods themselves to conduct critical research. It argues that a cri-
tical approach to Big Data is necessary not only because the problems po-
sed by Big Data need to be explicitly examined in line with critical theory 
and methods, but also because developing such a research agenda can help 
critical scholarship in journalism and communication studies draw upon 
Big Data resources to address a broad range of social concerns in previously 
impossible ways. 

What is Big Data Research
Big Data research is commonly understood to be research that uses mas-
sive datasets. But attempts to forge a formal definition of Big Data aren’t 
always consistent with each other. For instance, data is deemed to be Big 
only when “the current techniques and technologies may not be able to 
handle [its] storage and processing” (Suthaharan, 2014, p. 70). But Big 
Data is also defined as “a capacity to search, aggregate, and cross-reference 
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large data sets” (boyd & Crawford, 2012, p. 663). These definitions con-
tradict each other: Big Data must be processible, otherwise it ceases to be 
useful no matter how Big it might be, but if data can be processed, then by 
Suthaharan’s definition it is no longer Big. To sidestep this paradox, some 
scholars have defined Big Data in terms of data volumes that only super-
computers – as opposed to personal computers – can process. But this dis-
tinction between personal and supercomputers is also problematic: after 
all, processing capacities once limited to supercomputers are now common 
for personal computers as well (Manovich, 2012; boyd & Crawford, 2012).

Research with Big Data
Instead of hampering it, this definitional ambiguity may have helped Big 
Data find its way into a variety of academic spaces and quickly become the 
zeitgeist of social science research, including and especially journalism and 
communication studies. Large numbers of research projects are being envi-
saged and carried out using previously unheard of data volumes. The very 
size of the dataset is often their biggest – if not only – selling point. Discour-
ses native to Web 2.0, including social media such as Twitter, Facebook, and 
YouTube and sites such as Wikipedia, often provide the “Big” data for the-
se projects. “Older” forms of discourse – news articles, political speeches, 
etc. – that are available in digital formats are also used. 

Research with Big Data has sparked innovative methodological thin-
king to handle new forms of data and new levels of data volume. Techni-
ques such as network analysis have found fresh relevance for social media 
research using Big Data (Guo, 2012; Kitts, 2014). In addition, scholars are 
coming up with ever newer methods of collecting and analyzing data from 
different kinds of digital platforms. Algorithmic techniques are being bo-
rrowed from computer science and computational linguistics, especially for 
automated content analysis, semantic analysis, and sentiment analysis (van 
Atteveldt, 2008; DiMaggio, Nag, & Blei, 2013; Su et al., 2016).

Parks, therefore, proffered a methodological definition of Big Data re-
search as “the analysis of large social networks (including online networks 
such as Twitter), automated data aggregation and mining, web and mobile 
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analytics, visualization of large datasets, sentiment analysis/opinion mining, 
machine learning, natural language processing, and computer-assisted con-
tent analysis of very large datasets” (2014, p. 355). As the field evolves, the 
limits of these Big Data methodologies are also being recognized and ad-
dressed – often by combining multiple techniques that offset each other’s 
shortcomings (Lewis, Zamith, & Hermida, 2013; Shahin, 2016a, 2016b).

Research on Big Data
As several scholars acknowledge, the idea of Big Data as a social pheno-
menon goes beyond issues of data volumes and processing speeds (boyd 
& Crawford, 2012; Crawford, Miltner, & Gray, 2014; Mahrt & Scharkow, 
2013; Manovich, 2012). Big Data has enabled and empowered a range of 
institutions and practices that are changing the world as we know it (see 
also, Shah, Cappella, & Neuman, 2015). Understanding them and their im-
pact constitutes research on Big Data.

Studies about major internet and social media corporations, focu-
sing on how they make their products and services work online to how they 
operate offline and what kinds of effects they have, are examples of research 
on Big Data. For instance, scholars are trying to understand the process by 
which search engine companies write their algorithms and how these al-
gorithms promote their business models (Introna & Nissenbaum, 2000; 
Mager, 2012; Rohle, 2009). Others are focusing on the ways in which so-
cial media are having an impact on both participatory and contentious poli-
tics (Bennett & Segerberg, 2012; Gil de Zúñiga, Molyneux, & Zheng, 2014). 
Studies looking at the impact of Big Data on social phenomena and issues that 
have themselves emerged in the digital age – digital communities, digital la-
bor, digital divide and so on – are also examples of such research (Andreje-
vic, 2014; Graham, Straumann, & Hogan, 2015; McChesney, 2013).

The emergence of Big Data has raised or reframed a number of ethical 
questions and legal challenges. Exploring these also constitutes research on 
Big Data. Some of these challenges are technological – the issue of internet 
governance, for instance, especially its contentious aspects such as net neu-
trality (Quail & Larabie, 2010; van Eeten & Mueller, 2012). Perhaps more 
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significantly, mass supervision and the threat to personal privacy have be-
come two of the biggest human concerns of the so-called Petabyte Age. Re-
search on Big Data, therefore, includes how governments and corporations 
compile, store, and use personal data, and the effects of these practices on 
citizens (Stoycheff, 2016; Tene & Polonetsky, 2012).

Big Data is not only enabling new types of institutions and practices 
but also altering previous ones, sometimes quite dramatically. News orga-
nizations, for instance, are witnessing changes at multiple levels. The news 
they produce is becoming increasingly data-driven and techniques such 
as data visualization are gaining in importance (Coddington, 2014). The 
kind of people working in news organizations is also evolving (Lewis & 
Usher, 2014). While reporters and editors are expected to develop their 
technological savvy, there is also an influx of technologists “to identify and 
appropriate suitable technological systems and solutions from external 
providers, or develop and reconfigure such systems and solutions them-
selves” (Lewis & Westlund, 2015, p. 450). 

News organizations will change even further as they experiment with 
the possibilities of “immersive” and “robotic” journalism (Carlson, 2015; de 
la Peña et al., 2010). Meanwhile, the marketing of news and the way news 
organizations think about their business are also changing. Cumulatively, 
these shifts are not only transforming news organizations internally but will 
potentially also change them as social institutions – altering their relations-
hips with other social institutions such as advertisers, political parties, and 
various levels of government, which, in turn, are undergoing similar trans-
formations enabled by Big Data.

Related, but Different
Research with Big Data and research on Big Data are closely interrelated. 
Studies that use massive datasets or computational techniques also often 
investigate social institutions and practices that have been enabled by vo-
luminous datasets and algorithms. Research on social media effects using 
large volumes of social media data is an example. A number of scholars are 
extending the agenda-setting theory by investigating the effects of social 
media conversations on public opinion – even using social network analy-
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sis to do so (Neuman et al., 2015; Vargo et al., 2015). Other scholars are 
examining emerging practices of media consumption, such as second scree-
ning (Giglietto & Selva, 2015), through large-scale social media analyses.

But research with Big Data need not always be research on Big Data. 
Scholars may use Big Data to investigate issues that have little to do with Big 
Data as a social phenomenon. Westwood et al. (2013) examined 3.2 mi-
llion articles to identify which foreign countries and regions receive most 
coverage in U.S. newspapers. Sjøvaag et al. (2012) used computer-assis-
ted data gathering and structuring to study the online news content of the 
Norwegian public service broadcaster. Even social media studies need not 
be about social media as a social phenomenon. Park et al. (2015), for ins-
tance, used 1.7 billion tweets to examine how individualist and collectivist 
cultures differ in their use of emoticons. Emery et al. (2015) studied the 
effectiveness of a health campaign through responses on social media. Guo 
et al. (2016) examined 77 million tweets to identify the key topics being 
discussed during the 2012 U.S. presidential election campaign, while Mc-
Gregor and Mourão (2016) also used Twitter data to explore the gende-
red distribution of relational power.

Similarly, research on Big Data is not always conducted with huge 
datasets or computational techniques. The consumption practices and 
behavioral effects of social media are also being investigated using tradi-
tional survey methods and samples of a few thousand to even a few hun-
dred respondents (Gil de Zúñiga, Garcia‐Perdomo, & McGregor, 2015). 
Stoycheff (2016) conducted an experimental study, with 255 participants, 
on the effects of social media surveillance on democratic discourse. Clerwall 
(2014) and Carlson (2015) studied “automated/algorithmic journalism” 
using small-scale experiments and textual analyses. And through 17 expert 
interviews, Mager (2012) shed light on how Google’s search engine feeds 
its business model.

Why do Big Data Research?
Research is always rooted in certain values and beliefs – its axiology – which 
serve certain purposes. These values are not always acknowledged, or even 
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realized – especially by social scientists who believe their scholarship to be 
“objective” and “impartial” (Schutt, 2009). That, indeed, is one important 
reason why Big Data has found such a ready audience among scientifically-
minded scholars: it promises access to a pristine, out-there “truth” unhin-
dered by human subjectivity. And yet, even the most positivist of research 
has an axiology – the inability or unwillingness of social scientists to recog-
nize it only indicates that their axiology is hegemonic and has assumed the 
status of a Kuhnian “paradigm” (Kuhn, 2012).

Administrative Axiology
In his well-known critique of Katz and Lazarsfeld’s (1955) two-step flow 
theory as the “dominant paradigm” of media research, Gitlin observed 
that the theory was “consonant with an administrative point of view, with 
which centrally located administrators who possess adequate informa-
tion can make decisions that affect their entire domain with a good idea of 
the consequences of their choices” (1978, p. 211; my emphasis). In other 
words, the purpose of research conducted from the two-step flow perspec-
tive is to provide administrators with the information they need to come 
up with policies that would have the desired effects. Gitlin further located 
this administrative point of view in “academic sociology’s ideological assi-
milation into modem capitalism and its institutional rapprochement with 
major foundations and corporations in an oligopolistic high-consumption 
society;… a concordant marketing orientation, in which the emphasis on 
commercially useful audience research flourishes; and … a justifying so-
cial democratic ideology” rooted in consumerism (p. 224).

Much the same could be said about a great deal of Big Data research. To 
begin with, the very label of “Big Data” is oriented toward administrative con-
trol and consumer marketing (Lewis & Westlund, 2015; Puschmann & Bur-
gess, 2014). It is meant to indicate a paradigmatic shift from previous forms 
of data, invoke “newness” and thereby enhance marketability. The mythology 
of Big Data, Puschmann and Burgess have argued, frames it in two interrela-
ted ways: “as a natural force to be controlled and as a resource to be consu-
med” (2014, p. 1690). Talking of Big Data as a natural force detracts from 
the constructed nature of datasets, ascribing greater authenticity to products 
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and services associated with Big Data. Simultaneously, this mythology allo-
cates power to those who can control this natural force.

The purpose of Big Data research thus becomes how to control this 
“natural force.” Methodological research enables administrators – govern-
mental and corporate – to figure out new sources of data, new ways of mi-
ning it, and new techniques of analyzing it. That is why techniques such as 
opinion mining and sentiment analysis are becoming so popular, because 
they make administrators better understand how their consumers are fee-
ling about particular products and customize product placement more effi-
ciently. The same techniques also allow governments to discern how the 
public is thinking or feeling. Indeed, research has gone beyond analyzing to 
manipulating sentiment. In 2014, Facebook infamously tinkered with the 
news feeds of more than half a million users to test how positive and nega-
tive posts affect consumers’ emotions on social media – so that it doesn’t 
simply have to react to sentiments but can even shape sentiments to bene-
fit advertisers (Kramer, Guillory, & Hancock, 2014; see also Panger, 2016).

This administrative axiology extends into political communication re-
search too. Studies focusing on how particular aspects of social media and 
particular ways of using them shape political behavior allow political parties 
to run their campaigns more effectively on social media, and even come to 
regard social media as an increasingly important site of political campaig-
ning. In this orientation, the voter is the consumer while political parties are 
no different from corporations selling consumer products – even as social 
media themselves become the all-encompassing environment within which 
the buying and selling of everything from fast-moving consumer goods to 
political parties takes place. Not surprisingly, all this research is typically 
carried out in the name of social democracy, which as Gitlin (1978) no-
ted, forms the ideological justification for the administrative point of view.

Critical Axiology
As opposed to the administrative axiology, which helps produce, sustain, 
and normalize structures of power, a critical axiology of research questions 
the legitimacy of such power structures and uncovers the process by which 
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they come to be powerful. Big Data has empowered governments and cor-
porations by giving them greater control over our lives. Critical Big Data 
research is aimed at (1) unearthing the ideological underpinnings of Big Da-
ta-enabled institutions and services; (2) investigating the norms and practi-
ces through which they exercise power; and (3) examining the effects that 
such power may have on people’s lives.

Critical Research on Big Data
As critical Big Data research focuses on institutions and practices enabled 
by Big Data, it would typically constitute research on Big Data. There are 
several important studies in this domain, even though their authors do not 
always refer to them explicitly as Big Data research. As a general survey of 
such scholarship is not possible here, I discuss a few crucial examples.

Mager’s (2012, 2014) research on “algorithmic ideology” exposes 
how the logic of revenue generation and profit maximization dictates the 
functioning of search algorithms. Through interviews with computer scien-
tists and programmers, journalists, net activists, and jurists, she shows that 
“corporate search engines and their capitalist ideology are solidified in a so-
cio-political context characterized by a techno-euphoric climate of innova-
tion and a politics of privatization” created by mass media (2012, p. 774). 
Everyone from website builders to individual web users are embedded in 
this hegemonic structure, and that is what allows the business model of 
search engines such as Google to function: “If website providers or users 
broke out of the core network dynamic, the power of search engines and 
their schemes of exploitation would fall apart” (p. 782).

Andrejevic’s (2007, 2009) critique of interactivity, a cornerstone of 
what has come to be known as Web 2.0, reveals how seemingly democrati-
zing practices actually provide administrators greater control over people’s 
lives and undermine social justice. He observes that “whenever we are told 
that interactivity is a way to express ourselves, to rebel against control, to 
subvert power, we need to be wary of power’s ruse: the incitation to pro-
vide information about ourselves, to participate in our self-classification, 
to complete the cybernetic loop” (2009, p. 41). It is the “active audience’s” 
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ability to provide “feedback” that has allowed marketers to “envision a world 
in which it becomes increasingly possible to subject the public to a series of 
controlled experiments to determine how best to influence them” (p. 42). 
The 2014 Facebook study (Kramer, Guillory, & Hancock, 2014) is one 
example of such mass experimentation.

Experimental research can also be informed by a critical axiology. A 
study by Stoycheff (2016) indicates that the U.S. government’s mass sur-
veillance of internet users, exposed in 2013 by Edward Snowden, has had 
a “chilling effect” on public discourse online. It has especially undermi-
ned the expression of opinions that people consider to be unpopular. The 
government’s justification of its surveillance program has also affected on-
line behavior: “when individuals think they are being monitored and di-
sapprove of such surveillance practices, they are equally as unlikely to voice 
opinions in friendly opinion climates as they are in hostile ones” (p. 305).

As these studies demonstrate, a critical approach to Big Data re-
search questions many of the assumptions upon which the administrative 
approach is based. It challenges the climate of techno-utopia that has been 
spawned by and is constantly revitalized in conventional Big Data discour-
ses. It questions the “normalcy” of the neoliberal worldview, in which big 
corporations and their pursuit of profit are seen as the natural path of hu-
man progress. It also disputes the capitalist appropriation of human agency 
and social democracy, and exposes the nexus of Big Data, Big Business, and 
Big Government that makes such appropriation possible. And it often does 
so without working with Big Data.

Critical research with Big Data
But critical questions – relating to Big Data, digital technology, or social 
phenomena in general – may also be explored with Big Data, that is, with 
the help of enormous datasets and emerging computational techniques 
that facilitate their analysis. Such research would be motivated by a spirit of 
social justice – as opposed to advancing the interests of governments and 
businesses. Equally importantly, it would pay heed to the epistemological, 
methodological, and ethical/normative concerns that have been raised vis-
à-vis conventional Big Data research (see also Shahin, 2016a).
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The biggest such concern, of course, is the “rhetoric of objectivity” 
surrounding Big Data – the notion that Big Data somehow provides access 
to a pristine, “out-there” reality, an access untainted by fallacious human 
beliefs, emotions, attitudes, or values (Crawford, Miltner, & Gray, 2014). 
Critical research would instead view datasets as constructs that are shaped 
by how human beings perceive the world, and how datasets, in turn, repre-
sent the world in ideologically motivated ways (Gitelman, 2013; Helles & 
Jensen, 2013; Puschmann & Burgess, 2014). Respecting people’s privacy 
concerns is another important issue for critical research, especially in the 
context of social media. While it is impossible for a scholar to get permis-
sion from every social media user whose posts are part of a massive data-
set, the scholar would take care to ensure that the data being collected is at 
least in the public domain.

Another problem is the superficiality of conventional Big Data re-
search. Mahrt and Scharkow called “comparatively shallow measures” and 
“lack of context awareness” as two of the most frequently discussed issues 
with Big Data studies (2013, p. 26). Talking specifically about textual data, 
Lewis, Zamith and Hermida observed that “when turning to computerized 
forms of content analysis, many scholars have found them to yield satisfac-
tory results only for surface-level analyses, thus sacrificing more nuanced 
meanings present in the analyzed texts” (2013, p. 38). That is mainly be-
cause “the computer is simply unable to understand human language in 
all its richness, complexity, and subtlety as can a human coder” (Simon, 
2001; cited in Lewis, Zamith, & Hermida, 2013, p. 38). In contrast, critical 
Big Data studies would attempt to be more contextually sensitive and fine-
grained. A final problem is apophenia, or “seeing patterns where none actua-
lly exist, simply because enormous quantities of data can offer connections 
that radiate in all directions” (boyd & Crawford, 2012, p. 668). Humongous 
datasets can readily yield “statistically significant” relationships among va-
riables, and post-hoc theorization makes these “findings” even more proble-
matic (Mahrt & Scharkow, 2013). A critical approach to Big Data research 
would avoid research designs that rely on such findings.

Superficiality and apophenia, in particular, are functions of the enor-
mity of datasets. But as Mahrt and Scharkow suggested, “Big Data can 
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safely be reduced to medium-size data and still yield valid and reliable re-
sults” (2013, p. 28). One way to deal with these problems, therefore, is to 
reduce the volume of data used for analysis through randomized or purposi-
ve sampling. Computational methods can help sample data in theoretically 
meaningful ways, reducing Big Data to more manageable sizes. Once sam-
pled, the data may be analyzed in a nuanced, contextually sensitive manner.

Murthy and colleagues have published multiple articles on how to con-
duct research with Big Data on smaller scales. Their work is aimed at helping 
scholars short on financial and technical resources – in other words, scho-
lars who are not affiliated with businesses and governments – access, sto-
re, and analyze Big Data, especially social media data. For instance, Murthy 
and Bowman (2014) discuss a cost-effective mechanism to collect, sto-
re, and study nearly 150 million tweets a month. They compare some easy-
to-use databases in terms of their value for social researchers, explain the 
hardware requirements and technical details of setting up a collection and 
storage system, and provide an experimental case study that takes readers 
through every step of the process all the way to the analysis. Murthy (2013) 
explains how to conduct ethnographic research through Facebook and how 
to use iPhones as data-gathering devices for such research. He argues that 
digital ethnography is not just feasible but necessary because “our respon-
dents now spend significant portions of their occupational and social lives 
online… If we do not keep pace in our research methods, we risk not co-
llecting data from spaces which are important to the daily lives of many of 
our respondents (e.g. Facebook).”

In my own research (Shahin, 2016a), I have used a methodologi-
cal approach that combines natural language processing with Python and 
interpretive analysis to study large-volume textual data in a theoretically 
grounded and contextually sensitive manner – illustrating it with two case 
studies. The first case study examines the Inaugural Address Database, a co-
llection of the inaugural addresses of all U.S. presidents from George Wash-
ington to Barack Obama. Using Python, I extract two purposive samples 
from this database: each sample includes all occurrences of a theoretica-
lly significant keyword (“constitution” and “public”) along with a certain 
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number of characters on either side that provide the contexts in which the 
keywords were used. Next, these samples are studied using the interpretive 
technique of cluster criticism, in which the words being used in the vicini-
ty of the keyword are coded into semantic categories that, in turn, suggest 
how the presidents interpret and relate to the two keywords. In the second 
case study – examining year-long news coverage of two separate shootings 
at a U.S. army camp – I use Python to extract all paragraphs in which the 
word “terror” in all its forms (terrorism, terrorist, terrorists) was used. The-
se paragraphs are then analyzed using ideological criticism to show that a 
shooting a considered a “terrorist attack” when the shooter is a Muslim, 
but not otherwise.

Conclusion
Adopting a critical axiology is never an easy task in any field of scholars-
hip. Critical scholars, by definition, go against the norms of their field and 
find fault where others see merit. That makes critical research not just in-
tellectually but also professionally challenging. And yet, a critical axiology 
is necessary if research has to serve the public instead of being a means of 
administrative control, intentionally or otherwise.

Defining the public interest is a tricky question: as we have seen, the 
powerful themselves justify their control over the public through ideolo-
gies such as social democracy, which are meant to empower the public. So 
the more pertinent question is why should any set of institutions or indi-
viduals – including (critical) scholars – have the capacity to define what is 
good for the public as a whole. Such a capacity is necessarily an exercise of 
power. Instead of trying to proffer a definition of public interest, the pur-
pose of critical scholarship is to reveal the social processes by which such 
definitions are produced and naturalized, point out the institutions and in-
dividuals who influence or control these processes, and uncover how par-
ticular definitions serve particular ideologies and interests.

The growing influence of Big Data on human affairs and social re-
lations necessitates a critical approach to Big Data research. Big Data is a 
powerful tool, and it is being used to perpetuate the ideologies and inter-
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ests of governments and corporations. A critical approach is therefore re-
quired to unravel the mythology that Big Data apologists have woven 
around it and lay bare the ways in which it bolsters administrative control. 
This can, and is, being done by scholars using “small data” and traditio-
nal methods. It can also be done using Big Data itself, and the emerging 
computational methods needed to do research with Big Data – especia-
lly in conjunction with critical/qualitative methods.

Such research is still in its infancy. But that is partly because methodo-
logical Big Data research is itself developing gradually, and relies heavily on 
collaboration with scholars from information science, computational lin-
guistics, and so on. As journalism and communication scholars become 
more adept in Big Data research techniques – and simultaneously come to 
recognize their limitations – the merits of combining them with more cri-
tical research methods will perhaps become apparent. In the same way, a 
deeper appreciation for critical Big Data studies – such as this article hopes 
to provide – will perhaps lead more scholars to think along these lines and 
develop more ways of using Big Data with a critical axiology.
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